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Abstract 
In Universities, controlling or organizing the senior projects, project proposals, thesis and internship of students is being very 
hard without an online system. If a project brings university and industry together it will be useful to society. But without a 
bridge this is not possible to students and industry owners. In this case an online system that simplifies processes and brings 
students, academics and industry together is needed. In this study a web based application is created. There are 5 types of users in 
this system and when industry has a project and needs employee then it add this project to the system and an academician would 
be a consultant to this project then students apply to this project. Owners of the industry can make comments about their student 
employers by this system and can send to the consultant. A case study of this management system was done in Computer 
Engineering department. 
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1. Introduction 
Recent years in Turkey, by opening new universities the number of graduates has increased gradually however 
the number of experienced or well-qualified graduators haven’t increased. The most important reason is that students 
can’t take part in a real project from industry during their university education. Looking from industry side, the same 
problem occurs in different point of view. 
Firms in the industry want to do projects but they have problems concerning how and with whom to do. Students, 
who choose their projects, master’s and doctorate theses in real projects which are useful for industry instead of 
imaginary projects, will be more experienced when they graduate from the university.  
From the point of the academicians view, they will be consultant in real projects and be experienced when they 
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are interested in current industrial problems. So they don’t have to produce imaginary projects in theses for their 
students.  
In this study an online system is designed to bring industry, students and academician together and co-operate 
them for solving the problems determined above. When we survey the previous systems, Sakarya University’s 
MUYS (Professional Applications Management System) project can be seen. The aim of this system is to make the 
students active worker in a firm of industry in their last terms of education with the application of 3+1 in vocational 
schools and 7+1 in bachelor’s degree. This system is a project which only covers Sakarya University whereas the 
developed system’s is only for Sakarya University and the city of Sakarya at the beginning, but then for all of the 
Marmara Region’s universities and industries. 
Technology Transfer Offices and Technology Development Zones are opened to provide cooperation of 
technology and industry in universities but they aren’t enough to get academicians and students together in real 
project without an online system. Of course only online system can’t be sufficient to bring university and industry 
together. Besides some training, advertisements and arrangements which make students compulsory are necessary. 
Anyway Martin and his friends expressed that it is not an easy work. Martin and his friends studied about how to 
make association and provide trust in research of university and industry in three countries (UK, Japan and South 
Korea). They searched the associations of 618 university and industry projects which are still working. And they 
expressed that first formation of trust depend on the common reputation, precautions of agreement and the power of 
firm (Hemmert, Bstieler & Okamuro,  2014).  
In another study, they investigated the effects of the cooperation of university-industry and industry-government 
on the performance of firms. The results of this investigation show that this cooperation didn’t affect the firms at the 
side of innovation positively but it was emphasized that it will be positive for universities (Eom & Lee, 2010). But 
this result is valid for Korea and it is clear that positive results will be taken for developing countries like Turkey. 
The study of Motayama has a qualification which verifies this claim. In his study, Motoyama determined that in the 
development of nanotechnology the cooperation of university and industry will form research cell and encourage 
them to work interdisciplinary (Motoyama, 2014). Fuentes and his friends say that interactions between academy 
and industry have three main stages. First one is drivers of interaction, second is channels of interaction and third is 
the benefits which were perceived from cooperation. Study based on original two surveys which were done in 2008. 
According to the results, channels have an important role in interaction (Fuentes & Dutrenit 2012). So, in this study 
an online system has been developed to reveal this and similar channels. While Fuentes was talking about the long 
term benefits however Saunders and Hampshire talk about both long and short term benefits. According to their 
research results, they understood that there were benefits and multi goals in both terms (Saunders & Hampshire,  
2008). 
Our study’s aim is the same as the investigated the systems LCS (Technology Laboratory for Computer Science) 
and MCG (Motorola’s Computer Group) which were built for transferring technology from academy to industry. In 
1995, there weren’t a system like these in the literature with this extent and content (Arvind, Dahbura,  & Caro, 
2000). Universities have a critical role in research. If universities don’t support the industries, the world will be very 
different condition in negative way. In the same way, industries support the universities too and create an 
application area. This shows that university-industry relations are inseparable (Russell, 2009). 
In this study the system which was developed was indicated and determined in details in section 2. And then, in 
section 3 the process of the system was explained and supported by images. 
2. The System Developed 
The system was designed as online system and developed with ASP.NET by using C# programming language. 
Interface elements which are used in designing web forms are from TELERøK (www.Telerik.com). 
MSSQL Server 2012 was used as Database Management System. In database associations Linq was used and 
most database operations were done by triggers and stored procedures. The database diagram which was used in 
developed system is given in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Database diagram. 
In Fig. 1 as can be seen, users table, projects table, firms table and projectApplication table that stored students 
applications for the projects. These tables are very important tables for the project. 
3. Method 
The online system which is developed in this study is user based study and every user has different authority that 
can see different menus from other users. There 5 types of  user in this system. These are; 
 
x Admin 
x Moderator 
x Academician 
x Firm 
x Student 
3.1. Admin
He is the system Administrator. He does all the insertion and deletion operations. He does especially insertion 
and editing of firms and academicians. 
3.2. Moderator 
He hasn't authority like admin but he has authority to view and update many operations.  
3.3. Academician 
They can be an advisor for projects that firms were added before. They grade the students which are in projects 
that they are as advisor. They can accept or reject student applications for projects. 
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3.4. Firm
He is the user who represents the firm. He can add projects to the system. He can accept or reject student 
applications to the projects which are accepted by projects advisors.  
3.5. Student 
They can apply for a Project that has an advisor. The process of working is began when Project advisor and firm 
is accepted. 
The types of users which mentioned above and their processes and the process of system and outputs obtained 
from system is given at Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2. Database diagram. 
The online system can not work until admin adds firms and academicians to the system. After the firms and 
academicians have been added to the system, firms who want to call for a project then the firm adds its projectto the 
system. Projects can be seen to the students only if they are assigned to an advisor. An informative mail send to all 
academicians for inform them a new project has been added to the system by one of firms. Academicians login to 
the system and they can see new projects which doesn't have any advisor then they can look at project details and 
they can assign themselves to those projects which are appropriate for them. Projects which have advisor can be 
seen on the system to the students (see Appendix A). Sakarya University has the system SABøS for all online 
systems for education. The online system that was developed in this study uses SABøS user name and password like 
as our previous study (Adak & Yumusak, 2013) so students can login with their SABøS user name and password. 
This login system provides big simplicity for students and other processes. Students who passed form academician 
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for a project they can study only if the firm (owner of the project) accepts the students application. Advisor of a 
project can accepts students more than the firm want. But the firm will take required number of students from these 
students that academician advised. The working process in project for a student begins when academician and firm 
accept his or her application. When project is finished, the firm enter its comments and final grade about student to 
the system. The grade which firm gives is under the control of academician and the academician decides what ratio 
it will be. When academician enters the grade to the system project process is ended for this student. 
4. Conclusions 
In this study, an online system is developed to help undergraduate and graduate students to carry out their thesis 
work in real-life projects. It is aimed to bring academics, students and industry together to work collaboratively. A 
case study of the system is conducted in Sakarya University Computer Engineering Department and it produced 
favorable results. In this case study, many undergraduate students have completed their senior thesis and internship 
duties in real-life projects in various industries. Positive results suggest that the online system developed here can 
easily be used in the entire Marmara region in the next stage.  
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